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1.0 Introduction
The site of the Broadway Reserve in the Town of Bassendean has evolved over time from its former function as part of a regional wetland ecosystem, to an area of market
gardens and orchards through to its current state as an area of open space located between industrial and residential land uses. The site is located on Broadway adjacent to
the Bassendean Train Station as well as the town centre on Old Perth Road.
The original vision was...
“The end result desired is for the vegetation of the
sand soils of the South West to be on display in as
close to natural form as possible. The reserve will be
covered with low forest, woodland scrub and heath
representative of each region accessible by natural
walk paths. The final product will be attractive to
bird life, a useful educational facility and usable by
residents and others as a passive recreational facility”.
In 1991, the Town of Bassendean conceived the plan for
the Broadway Arboretum Reserve which was to be a site
which was representative of the vegetation of the sandy
soil regions of Western Australia (see figure 2). This plan
was implemented in 1993 in accordance with the adopted
plan including a central wetland and vast plantings of native
Western Australian vegetation.
The current Broadway Reserve has a wide range of
Western Australian native plants that would naturally
grow in different soil types and different rain fall areas.
Planting this wide range of plants in the Bassendean sands
with limited ongoing maintenance funding resulted in the
appearance of the reserve we have today. If the original
plantings became established in many situations they

matured and subsequently died however or in some cases
they became woody weeds and dominated large areas.
In other areas of the reserve perennial weeds became
established and negatively impacted the appearance of
the reserve. Funding for the maintenance of the reserve
was increased progressively to manage the weeds, replant
sections of the reserve and to address increased vandalism
and drought.
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The intent of this report and concept plan is to form a
holistic and strategic direction for the Broadway Reserve
to promote its next evolution into a valuable asset for the
community and its users.
RPS has engaged in a process with the Town of Bassendean
and the local community to assess and review the current
perceptions of the Reserve, suggest possible future uses and
review the original vision for the ‘Arboretum.’
This process has also included a review of the cultural and
physical heritage of the region as well as its context in
relation to the water cycle and biodiversity values.

Figure 2- Original Plan for Arboretum, 1991 (Source: www.broadwayarboretum.info)
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Approximate location of
Broadway Arboretum Reserve

Approximate location of
Broadway Arboretum Reserve

Market Gardens /
Orchard rows

Nyibra Swamp

Figure 3- Historical aerial photograph, Bassendean 1948 (Source: www.broadwayarboretum.info)

Figure 4- Historical aerial photograph, Bassendean 1966 (pg. 141, Bassedean - A Social
History, Jennie Carter, 1986

Figure 5- Chinese Market Garden (Bassendean Community Library image database)

2.0 Physical & Cultural Heritage
The site was part of a wetland system known as Nyibra Swamp. The area has been reclaimed over the years by industrial and residential land uses but has served as a
valuable resource to each generation that inhabited the area.

The Department of Indigenous Affairs (DIA) database notes three
aboriginal heritage sites within or immediately adjacent to the
Broadway Arboretum Reserve being:
- Snake Swamp (Site Number S00712)
- Bennett Brook (Site Number S01997)
- Nyibra Swamp (Site Number S02198)
Snake swamp is recorded as being an artefacts / scatter site, with
open access and identified locations. Bennett Brook is registered
as a ceremonial, mythological and historical site that is recorded
as containing skeletal material / burial sites, man made structures,
fish traps and scattered artefacts. Nyibra Swamp was recently
determined by DIA as not being a site that was defined under
section 5 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (Randolf pers comm.).
As such this site is not protected under this act.
Nyibra Swamp was typically between 0.9 to 1.2m deep during winter
and dry during summer. DIA records Nyibra Swamp as a hunting site
for Aboriginal people and was used by people from Bayswater and
Bassendean areas as a turtle and gilgie fishing area until recent times.
Eric McCrum, a renowned naturalist in Perth, grew up in Bassendean
and remembers Nyibra Swamp being rich in fauna including
waterbirds, aquatic fauna and edible crustaceans.
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Other local people recall canoeing in Nyibra Swamp.’1
During settlement times as early as 1830, James Henty who was
the original owner of what was to be known as the Bassendean
estate, wrote to Governor James Stirling (1st Governor of WA)
complaining that his stock was deteriorating because of the ‘inferior
and scanty herbage the land affords’.1 The very narrow strip of fertile
alluvial plain bordering the river clearly could not support significant
numbers of imported grazing animals and the sandy and swampy
nature of the land away from the river did not lend itself easily to the
type of farming to which the early settlers were accustomed.
It was later discovered that the lands away from the river were all
part of the ‘Bassendean Sands’ classification which created significant
problems for English settlers to establish crops and a livelihood in the
region. Although beautiful, the lands created significant challenges.
This defined settlement patterns adjacent to the river and fertile
areas.
During the late 1800’s, the goldrush times brought an influx of
suburban development which began to form the township of West
Guildford and then later the Bassendean Estate.
Lands around Ashfield Flats were leased to a Chinese consortium for
market gardening up until the 1920s (see pictured left, Refer Figure
5). By the end of the first World War there were 10 market gardens
scattered across the region with the most profitable being run by

the Chinese. Some of these operations moved into Perth but many
stayed until the second World War. Proceeds from these gardens
featured prominently in shops in the town centre and were also sold
door to door.
As the Bassendean Estate was developed with housing and roads,
areas of natural bushland were cleared for building materials as well
as for the establishment of orchards, gardens and grazing.
Also during this time, the industrial legacy of the area was forged
with the railway line which terminated at Midland Junction. This
brought additional clearing for industrial sheds and buildings and saw
a large number of railway workers move into the area.
The ephemeral nature of the fertile areas created major problems
with transportation and access with lower lying lands becoming
boggy and impassable during winter. This resulted in the construction
of bridges and roads to overcome these issues. After World War
One and during depression times these works stalled but the
community was well established to recover with emergence of
fertiliser related industries among other factories and industrial
pursuits. (The Cummings Smith Building that was responsible for
fertiliser outputs can be seen in the image left, Refer to Figure 4,
with the future location of the Arboretum adjacent). This industrial
precinct became and employment hub for the local residents of
Bassendean and formed the fabric of the town.

Reference -Bassedean - A Social History, Jennie Carter, 1986 ; pg. 16
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Figure 6- Regional and Local Linkages across the Swan River Precinct
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Figure 7- Regional and Local Linkages in the Town of Bassendean
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3.0 Collective Local Biodiversity Strategy
The report was prepared by the Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council on behalf on the Town of Bassendean, the City of Bayswater and the City of Belmont and was
endorsed on the 4 September 2009. The focus of the strategy is the protection and effective management of natural areas directly managed by the three local governments.
The collective approach enables the consideration of ecological linkages within a broad landscape beyond municipal boundaries.
The Collective Local Biodiversity Strategy looks to provide a strategic
commitment to the protection and enhancement of a network of
connected Local Natural Areas in the Swan River Precinct.

•

Environmental weeds

•

Erosion

•

Feral Animals

The focus of the strategy is as follows:

•

Changing water regime and water quality

1. Protection and management of Local Natural Areas
• the protection and management of Bush Forever sites and Local
Natural Areas and significant biodiversity assets;

•

Fire

•

Lack of awareness

•

Inappropriate use of local natural areas

•

•

Plant Disease

•

Climate Change

collaboration with other stakeholders and land managers to
protect and manage Bush Forever sites, natural areas and
significant biodiversity assets (eg. threatened species, the Swan
River etc.) not currently under the direct management of Local
Government.

2. Management of the urban landscape to improve the regional
and local connectivity or linkage between Natural Areas (including
controls on clearing of vegetation and trees), and the revegetation
of parkland and private property with native plant species.
• reserves or land (cleared or undisturbed) owned and managed by
Local Government within regional and local linkage;
•

other land (cleared or disturbed) within regional and local linkage.

3. The remaining landscape (minimal biodiversity values or activity.)
The report documents the various threats to biodiversity and the
natural ecosystem functions that support biodiversity that exist
within the Swan River Precinct, many of which are directly applicable
to the Broadway Reserve:
•

Natural areas condition targets and resourcing targets are proposed
through the strategy. These targets focus on protecting specific
biodiversity features and functions, particularly:

‘aims to link locally significant natural areas and regional linkages. Local
ecological linkages are important in improving the viability of natural
areas that may be too small or in too poor shape or condition to be
viable on their own if isolated. The viability of areas is improved by
including as many natural areas within each link and maximising the
number of connections to each area.
Regeneration and revegetation activities and reconstruction can
then be prioritised in less viable areas to improve their condition and
increase their size. Protecting natural areas from threats, undertaking
regeneration and revegetation activities within a linkage is important in
improving the viability of urban linkages and locally significant natural
areas.’
The report considers the following points as high priorities for
inclusion in local linkages:

•

Representativeness of vegetation complexes present in the Swan River
Precinct

•

•

Diversity of structure and function

Natural areas forming the most direct linkages between significant
natural areas and/or regional ecological linkages.

•

Rarity - particularly threatened species and ecological communities

•

Natural areas that form a network of linkages across the north-south
and east-west gradients of the Swan River Precinct.

•

Ecological processes with reference to linkages

•

Natural areas located within 500m of Bush forever sites

•

Wetland, streamline and estuarine fringing vegetation

•

Riparian vegetation along waterways and drainage lines.

A key component of the strategy is that it recognises the importance
of ecological linkages within fragmented urban environments. This
is illustrated on Figure 6 and 7 with the mapping of key connections
between both local and regional linkages. The report classifies the
Broadway Reserve as a Local Linkage which:

The Broadway Reserve is part of a north-south linkage back to the
Swan River. It also has riparian vegetation as part of the seasonal
wetland. It is vitally important that the reserve is revegetated and
managed to broaden its size and function as a local linkage observing
its role within the region.

Clearing and habitat fragmentation

rpsgroup.com.au
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The issues generated by the site analysis and consultation phases of
the project have been documented on the adjacent plan (left) and
summarised below:
Vegetation management
• Dominant shrub layer creates safety issues
• Weed management in large, open and unvegetated areas
Future plantings and themes
• Establishment and maintenance of plantings
• Preferred species list for local conditions

Views along
asbestos fenceline
to adjacent
residences

MEDIUM DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL

Extent of mound
which obscures views
into the reserve

Contained Views

LIGHT INDUSTRY

T
SCADDEN S

Degraded area
which has been
difficult to establish
vegetation - Evidence
of uncontrolled fill
with large amounts of
debris in soil profile

Figure 8 - Issues Diagram

Dense Shrub layer

4.0 The Site
4.1 Site Analysis

Wetland and Environmental function
• Maintain biodiversity of wetland
• Improve visibility of wetland
Safety and Surveillance
• Poor visibility into and within reserve due to dense shrubs
• Surveillance from neighbouring properties and residents
restricted due to dense vegetation.
Park use and community benefit
• Low recreational opportunities
• Integrity of initial ‘Arboretum’ has not been successful

PARK
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Medium Density Housing

Approved
residential
Development.
Developments are
required to provide
permeable fencing
to promote casual
surveillance into
Reserve.

PARK
ENTRY

Prominent views of
industry along southern
boundary

Implementation and Maintenance Costs
• Council does not have the resources to maintain a high amenity
park.
• Current paths do not permit vehicular access for maintenance.
Amenity and facilities
• No seating or picnic facilities
• Previous boardwalk and viewing area was vandalised and has
been removed
Accessibility
• The central existing concrete path is damaged
• The path network does not access large parts of the reserve
Biodiversity
• Balance biodiversity issues with park safety and access
Cultural Heritage
• Communicate wider significance of wetland in its previous form

Improve Visual and Physical
permeability into the reserve
from Broadway to improve
surveillance and visibility

BR

OA

DW

AY

Rationalise and activate park
entry to create an inviting and
engaging experience
Improve Hanwell
street entry and
industrial edges to
Reserve

Build accessibility network for
park experience and to undertake
efficient maintenance practices

Improve Visual and Physical
permeability into the reserve
from Broadway to improve
surveillance and visibility

Improve appearance
and safety along
boundaries

Maximise the function and
experience of the central wetland as
an environmental and visual feature
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4.2 Design Principles
All of the issues generated throughout the analysis phases
of the project have been formalised into a series of
principles which comprise the major intent for the concept
masterplan as follows:
•

Create a variety of park uses, destinations and experiences for
users which maximise engagement with the space and increase
patronage;

•

Provide a network and hierarchy of paths, trails and movement
routes that take users safely through the space and enable an
interactive experience with the key features of the park;

•

Create a framework for future planning and planting of the
reserve with locally significant species that are endemic to
Bassendean sands.

•

Address current limitations on maintenance and operations in
the park by providing effective access, provisions for watering
and budgeting.

LL

Figure 9 - Design Principles Diagram

T
SCADDEN S

Address issues of poor soil relating to
uncontrolled fill while also creating an
inviting entry at Scadden St
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Figure 10 - Proposed Masterplan

New 3m wide maintenance track

Overflow swale directs
excess water from central
wetland to drainage areas
along southern boundary
Street tree planting and dry
grassland verge to Scadden Street
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5.0 Broadway Reserve Concept
Masterplan
In response to the information generated and obtained from each phase of the project, the concept masterplan (opposite) has been prepared to guide the future uses,
environmental functions and community facilities associated with the Reserve.
The concept masterplan seeks to create an enriching experience for
users of the site that is representative of the vegetation of the local
Bassendean sands and the cultural heritage and settlement patterns of
the area whilst establishing a valuable community resource.
Key initiatives of the masterplan can be broken into themes of:
A.

Park Uses > Destinations > Experiences

B.

Accessibility > Trails > Movement

C.

Vegetation > Planning > Implementation

D.

Management > Wetland > Weeds

A.

Park Uses > Destinations > Experiences

A core component of the masterplan is to activate the space through
the creation of legible entry points at the boundaries that are
connected to destinations within the park. At the northern interface
the masterplan introduces a demonstration garden which incorporates
an environmental art theme into the playground space, seating and
picnic area. It serves to connect the Broadway entry with the central
wetland through a series of linear gardens, paths and lines of trees
that reflect the regions former uses as market gardens, orchards and
vineyards. The play and shaded picnic areas included act as a ‘front
door’ to the Reserve.
Two observation decks have been included at the northern and
southern edges of the wetland. The southern connects to the Aveling
Training Centre which could be used as a breakout space. Refer to
section 6.2 for details of the demonstration garden

B.

Accessibility > Trails > Movement

A key element of the masterplan is a new 3m wide concrete central
path which traverses the reserve and connects Broadway with
Scadden Street. The path is a central artery that provides access
to the wetland and demonstration garden and also connects with
the broader path network. It also doubles as a maintenance access
track through the centre of the site, an additional maintenance track
has also been included on the southern and eastern boundary. All
pathways have been located and oriented to increase user experience
and provide legible navigation routes. While existing lighting should
be maintain along the western boundary, broadscale lighting is not
proposed. If budget permits, low level lighting could be included
along the central pathway. Refer to section 6.1 for accessibility and
movement details.

C.

Vegetation > Planning > Implementation

It is intended that the park is revegetated with endemic species
from the Bassendean Sands Vegetation Complex in accordance
with objectives outlined in the Collective Local Biodiversity Strategy
(Refer to planting lists in Appendix A). Species are broken down into
upland species (which would be planted in general parkland areas),
seasonal wetlands and suitable small endemic or cultivated native
shrubs and groundcovers for mass planting can be provided in the
demonstration garden. Species have been selected based on their local
significance with an absence of the shrub layer to maintain visibility
and surveillance into the reserve. Information regarding plant species

and names could be illustrated on interpretive signage adjacent to
pathways. Refer to Section 6.3 for vegetation management for all
future plantings.

D.

Management > Wetland > Weeds

The masterplan seeks to maximise the function, capacity and
aesthetics of the central wetland as a key educational feature,
environmental resource and biodiversity area. This is proposed
through the creation of an overland flow path/treatment system that
‘daylights’ stormwater runoff that was previously conveyed through
a series of underground pipes and into the central wetland. These
swales create visible examples of the treatment of stormwater and
will passively irrigate these corridors with the possible inclusion of
interpretive signage to convey these messages. They will also act as
entry features into the reserve from both Broadway, Hanwell Way and
Scadden Street. The central path will also provide maintenance access
for Council staff and community groups to undertake maintenance
activities. Access will be restricted with lockable bollards at each end.
Weeds are to be managed in accordance to the Town of Bassendean’s
endorsed Bushland Weed Management Plan. It is not recommended
that a broadscale irrigation system is included as part of the
masterplan. Plant species have been selected based on their suitability
to local conditions and their ability to survive on rainfall alone once
established. Water supply, mainline and tapping points are provided
in the reserve for establishment watering as shown in Section 7.1 &
7.2. that would be connected to the council bore located on Scadden
Street.

rpsgroup.com.au
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6.0 Masterplan Elements

6 .1 Accessibility & Movement
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Create a legible path system that allows users to move into and through the
Reserve in a safe manner whilst maximising the interactive park experience
with the vegetation, wetland areas and sculptural elements. The Central Path
(orange) creates an artery through the reserve for pedestrians, cyclists and
maintenance vehicles and provides access to the central wetland.

AY

AI N E X
MAINT

The steel observation decks create a vantage point for viewing the wetland
and riparian landscape.

ISTING
SOL AR
I NG
LIGHT

LEGEND
Existing Paths to be retained
Existing path to be replaced with 2.5m
wide concrete path
3m wide central concrete path for
pedestrians, cyclists and utility vehicles
2.5m wide concrete paths for
pedestrians and cyclists
3m wide crushed compacted
limestone access path
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SCADDEN

Figure 11 - Accessibility & Movement Diagram
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6.2 Demonstration Garden
1. Activate the Broadway frontage with a demonstration garden
that showcases seasonal native species and connects the Reserve
to its residential context and previous origins as market gardens,
orchards and vineyards represented by the linear rows. The
rows align with the residential allotments on the northern side of
Broadway and then straighten to promote views to the wetland.
Rare species could be planted in this area to celebrate the locally
significant vegetation in accordance with the Collective Local
Biodiversity Strategy.
These series of pathways create corridors into the Reserve
and a labyrinth of paths and routes. The intent is to mass plant
out the Demonstration Garden with suitable small endemic/
cultivated native shrubs and groundcovers to showcase the vast
array of flowering native plant species. Appendix A illustrates
some examples of endemic plants that may be suitable for the
area. Visitors may draw inspiration that can be used in their own
domestic gardens
2. The pathways open out into clearings which could contain
picnic settings, seating and interpretive information to draw
visitors through the area.
3. It is proposed that the existing playground is relocated to the
southern side of the large fig tree at the Broadway entry to the
Reserve. An environmental art theme would be incorporated into
the playground space, seating and picnic facilities with the tree
offering valuable shade and protection. The playground is proposed
to be upgraded in future council budgets.

Figure 12 - Demonstration Garden

6.3 Vegetation Management
It is proposed that all future plantings are based on the Bassendean
Complex – Central and South: Vegetation ranges from woodland of
E. marginata (Jarrah) – Allocasuarina fraseriana (Sheoak)– Banksia
spp. to low woodland of Melaleuca spp. (Paperbark), and sedgelands on the moister sites. This area includes the transition of E.
marginata to E. todtiana in the vicinity of Perth.
The species lists contained within Appendix A, have been selected
based on the following characteristics:
•

they are easily propagated and readily available from native plant nurseries;

•

they are hardy and robust, requiring minimal ongoing maintenance after
establishment;

•

they have habits suitable for amenity planting, ie are upper-stratum trees
with high canopies, mid-stratum shrub species with low habits <1 m high,
in order not to compromise visibility through the planted areas.

•

Herb and sedge species chosen are robust and long-lived (fragile, cryptic
and ephemeral herb species have not been included).

•

Demonstration garden species are rare and endangered and plants of
significance to the area.

The species have been categorised three areas and broken
into zones to be fully planted out in each growing season to
concentrate resources and maintenance until established: Upland
species (U); Seasonal wetlands (W); Demonstration garden (G).
Management
•

All tree canopies are to be lifted to a minimum of 2m in height

•

All existing shrubs species >1m in height that are located with 5m of
pathways in Upland species areas are to be removed.

•

Town of Bassendean to continue weed spraying operations between
the months of October to February to remove Calthrop and Acacia
rostellifera as currently undertaken. Weeds are to be managed in
accordance to the Town of Bassendean’s endorsed Bushland Weed
Management Plan.

•

All revegetation works are to be carried out at the start of winter rains.

•

Revegetation can be carried out in cooperation with community groups.

•

Existing Scadden Street Council depot bore and over head 10 000L water
tank is to be retro fitted to provide a new pressure pump and tank float
that would automatically turn on and provide water to the Broadway
reserve irrigation mainline when in use.

LEGEND
Fencing to protect fauna and
seasonal wetland rehabilitation
Upland species (U)
Wetland species (W)
Demonstration garden (G)
Re establish mainline to council
bore

Figure 15- Vegetation Management Plan

7.0 Stormwater Management

7.1 Stormwater Capture

Existing Catchment

The masterplan proposes to maximise the potential role of the wetland in the Reserve through a
number of measures:

Proposed Additional Catchment
Proposed storm waterwater outlet

1. Convey the existing catchment for the wetland (Shown in red) through swales and rain gardens to
maximise:
• water treatment prior to infiltration into groundwater,

Overflow swale connecting to existing
drainage network

•

passive irrigation opportunities to landscape areas;

•

educational benefits by creating visible features for the public to witness the water cycle of
their catchment.

2. Divert the stormwater outlet at the southern boundary of the site (that currently discharges into a
drain that flows to the west) into the wetland (Catchment Shown in Blue) to:
• see points for items 1.
•

Create a landscape feature at the Scadden Street entry to draw visitors into the park.

3. Direct excess water once wetland has reached capacity through an overflow swale into the existing
drainage network (located at the the southern boundary).
The section and table below have been formulated to guide an ‘order of magnitude’ calculation on
the existing volume and catchment of the wetland (red) and the impacts of diverting the additional
catchment (blue) into the Reserve. *We note that these volumes are estimates only, based on site
measurement and aerial photography. Detailed survey is required for accurate calculations.
The cross section estimates that the current volume of the wetland is in the order of 4000m3.
The diversion of the blue catchment into the reserve would increase the current volume by
approximately 170%. The increased catchment would mean that more water is flowing into the
reserve each wet season providing more opportunity to maximise its size, potential amenity
opportunities, treatment of water prior to entering groundwater and passive irrigation. The
masterplan proposes to accomodate this increased catchment with the addition of rain gardens,
swales and some reprofiling of the wetland to maximise its capacity. An overflow swale would be
maintained into the southern drain where runoff would be directed once the wetland reaches
capacity.
The map adjacent could be incorporated into interpretive signage in the reserve to inform residents
and visitors about the role of the wetland and the extent of its catchment.

Figure 13 - Wetland Catchments
*cross sectional volume 68 m2

50m
1m

2m
island

TYPICAL SECTION - Existing Wetland
*Estimated Volume 4000 m3

1 Year 1 Hour
5 Year 48 Hour
100 Year 72 Hour

*Note: Volumes are estimates only based on site measurement and aerial photography. Detailed survey
required for accurate calculations
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1

Divert stormwater
from pipes into
swale system for
treatment and
aesthetics swale discharge

into rain garden

7.2 Wetland Management
infiltration & treatment of
runoff through soil profile
clean water
into wetland
subsoil drainage discharges
treated water into wetland

SECTION A - Rain Garden to Wetland

Objective: To maximise the wetland as an ecological and environmental
resource whilst creating visual focal points for the reserve with new drainage
and water treatment devices.
1. Direct stormwater from the existing concrete pipe which runs along the
western boundary into a swale which discharges into a rain garden before
infiltrating into the central wetland. (Indicated by north-western catchment
shown in red on diagram in section 7.1)
2. Re-direct the stormwater outlet which currently discharges into the
southern swale, northwards into the park. (Indicated by catchment shown
in blue on diagram in section 7.1.) The proposed swale creates an entrance
feature at Scadden St and treats runoff prior to entering the central wetland.
This will vastly increase the water flowing into the wetland. An overflow or
bypass swale would be directed into the southern swale to take water once
the wetland reaches capacity to the existing drainage network.
3. Discharge current inlet into a rain garden to treat runoff prior to entering
the central wetland and to also create an entry feature at Hanwell Way.

Maintenance
Access

swales act as visual and
environmental feature

0.5m max

As discussed in 7.1 these initiatives will maximise:
• water treatment prior to infiltration into groundwater,
•

passive irrigation opportunities to landscape areas;

•

educational benefits by creating visible features for the public to witness
the water cycle of their catchment.

•

compliance with the goals identified in the regional biodiversity
strategy for local linkages such rehabilitation riparian vegetation along
waterways and drainage lines.

1:3 - 1:6

SECTION B - Typical Swale

Note:
Divert stormwater into rain
garden for treatment prior
to entering wetland

Structural controls must be designed to reduce accident risks. Structural
controls include barrier vegetation both within the swale and around
the perimeter (prickly species should be used around the perimeter to
discourage public access).

Modify existing stormwater

LL
H A N W E outlet
W AY

Maintenance
Access

Where vegetation is the main source of structural control, temporary signs
are to be installed to warn the public that water may pool in the swale
during periods of rain, and that children should be supervised at all time
when in the immediate area of the swale.
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Figure 14 - Stormwater Management Plan
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No.

Item

Detail

Unit

Rate

No.

Cost

1.01 Geotechnical Engineer

Review of areas of fill in accordance with the Contaminated Sites Act

Allow

10,000

1.02 Civil Engineer

2003
Design of proposed wetland upgrades including swales, rain gardens and

Allow

50,000

1.03 Surveyor

bulk earthworks
Feature and topographic survey of Reserve

Allow

25,000

1.04 Landscape Architecture

Detailed Design and documentation

Allow

1.00 Detailed Design Phase

8.0 Budget Cost Schedule
Note:
•

•

24

•
•

•

Maintenance rates are based on Expenditure by
Town of Bassendean during 2010. Allowances have
been increased to take into account higher levels of
maintenance.
Softworks based on works being undertaken by
revegetation contractor. Supply and install only. No
allowance for involvement of community groups.
No allowance for Environmental Art. See Section
Appendix C for budget allowances.
Allowances for professional fees are approximate
only and would be repriced when detailed briefs
have been developed. It is assumed that after major
works had been implemented (year 5), council
staff would supervise ongoing maintenance and
revegetation works.
All figures are exclusive of GST.

40,000
Subtotal

$125,000

2.00 Earthworks Drainage and Wetland Upgrades
2.01 Bulk Earthworks

Excavate and form swales and rain gardens.

Item

$100,000

1

$100,000

2.02 New headwalls to drainage outlets

Precast headwall and pipe modification to Broadway, Hanwell Way and

Item

$20,000

3

$60,000

2.03 Contingency for further modifications

Scadden St. Excavation and Installation.
For unforseen modifications to stormwater infrastructure

Item

$20,000

1

$20,000

2.04 Concrete Path with broom finish

2.5m wide on compacted base

$80

320

$25,600

2.05 Culverts for path crossovers

Precast Concrete Culvert with Balustrade

m2
Item

$20,000

2

$40,000

2.06 Observation Deck

Steel Grating and Concrete Piers

Item

$20,000

2

Subtotal

$40,000
$285,600

3.00 Hard Landscape Works
3.01 Concrete Path with broom finish

3.0m wide central path & 2.5m wide replacement path

3.02 Seats / Benches

Standard off the shelf product

3.03 Mainenance Access path

3.0m wide crushed compacted limestone

m2
Item

$80

1630

$1,500

2

$3,000

m2

$30

315

$9,450
$142,850

Subtotal
4.00 Infrastructure - Priority Order
4.01 Irrigation mainline along central path
4.02 Reticulation to Demonstration Garden
4.03 Water Connection
4.04 Tapping points

High density poly pipe + trench

$130,400

lin m

$20

250

$5,000

m2

$12

2500

$30,000

Mainline connection to council bore

$20,000

1

$20,000

Allowance

$1,500

1

Spray stake system - 1 stake per m2

Subtotal

$1,500
$56,500

5.00 Demonstration Garden Path Network
5.01 Recycled Brick Paths

1.2m wide layed on sand bed. Sourced from local salvage yards /

m2

$80

230

$18,400

community donations
5.02 Coloured Concrete Path

Charcoal coloured concrete path

m2

$100

182

$18,200

5.03 Coloured Concrete Path

m2

$100

360

$36,000

5.04 Concrete Path with broom finish

Limestone coloured concrete path
2.5m wide on compacted base

$80

295

$23,600

5.05 Picnic Settings

2 Benches + Table

m2
Item

$3,000

2

$6,000

5.06 Relocation of Playground

allow

$0
Subtotal

$102,200

6.00 Soft Landscape Works
6.01 Revegetation to Upland Species Areas

2 x 75mm tube, soil conditioner, protective guard and mulch ring

m2

$9

10760

6.02 Revegetation to Wetland Species Areas

2 x 75mm tube, soil conditioner, protective guard and mulch ring

m2

$9

9000

$81,000

6.03 Planting to Demonstration Garden

4 x 75mm tube, soil conditioner and mulch

m2

$25

1600

$40,000

6.04 Seeding to entries, Broadway, Scadden, Hanwell

Sowing of native grass seed mix includes preparation.

m2

$5

675

$96,840

$3,375
$221,215

Subtotal
7.00 Site Management
7.01 Canopy lifting of existing trees
7.02 Removal of shrubs species within 5m of pathways

One off treatment

Item

$30,000

1

$30,000

One off treatment + 1.03

Item

$10,000

1

$10,000

7.03 Weed spraying / slashing

Maintenance of Acacia and slashing of grasses / weeds. Monthly.

per app

$1,200

12

$14,400

7.04 Weed spraying to upland areas - Calthrop
7.05 Site cleanup and removal of rubbish

1 day per fortnight Oct to Jan

per app

$500

10

$5,000

Monthly

per app

$500

12

$6,000

Subtotal

$65,400

Total

$998,765

Item for Consideration
Solar Pole Lighting to Central Path

Nominal 20m spacing incl trench and wiring

Item

$6,000

12

$72,000

8.1 Implementation Plan

Works and costs identified in Section 8.0 have been sequenced into a recommended programme that is staged over a 10 year period. Works have been prioritised on
immediate needs against long term aspirational options for the Town of Bassendean in the form of the Demonstration Garden and Wetland upgrades. Refer to section 8.2
which illustrates the location of the red, yellow and blue works
STAGING
SHORT
1
YEAR

MEDIUM
2

LONG
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.00 Detailed Design Phase
1.01 Geotechnical Engineer

$10,000

1.02 Civil Engineer

$50,000

1.03 Surveyor

$25,000

1.04 Landscape Architecture

$40,000

2.00 Earthworks, Drainage and Wetland Upgrades
2.01 - 2.03 Bulk earthworks and drainage infrastructure

$180,000

INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE

$20,000

2.04 Concrete Path

$25,600

2.05 Culverts for Path Crossovers

$40,000

2.06 Observation Deck

$40,000
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3.00 Hard Landscape Works
3.01 Concrete Path

$130,400

3.02 Seats / Benches

$3,000

3.03 Maintenance Access Path

$9,450

4.00 Infrastructure - Priority Order
4.01 Irrigation Mainline

$5,000

4.02 Reticulation to demonstration garden

$30,000

4.03 Water Connection

$20,000

4.04 Tapping Points

$1,500

5.00 Demonstration Garden Garden Path Network
5.01 - 5.04 Paths

$96,200

5.05 Picnic Settings

$6,000

5.06 Relocation of playground
6.00 Soft Landscape Works
6.01 Revegetation Upland Species Areas

$20,000

6.02 Revegetation to Wetland Species Areas
6.03 Planting to Demonstration Garden

$20,000
$81,000

$20,000

$20,000

$16,840

$40,000

6.04 Seeding to Entries

$3,375

7.00 Site Management
7.01 & 7.02 Vegetation Management

$40,000

7.03 - 7.05 Maintenance Annual
ANNUAL BUDGET

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$25,400

$150,400

$205,250

$218,100

$57,775

$412,000

$65,400

$45,400

$42,240

$25,400

$25,400

rpsgroup.com.au

8.2 Staging Plan
the implementation of the concept masterplan has been based
on three phases of work to maintain park functionality and
construction staging.
Stage 1: Central Concrete Path
•

Vegetation management to increase safety and
visibility

•

Central path provides pedestrian access between
Broadway and Scadden Street to increase
immediate accessibility.

•

Once complete it can remain open as an access
path during construction for the following staged
works

Stage 2: Demonstration Garden
•

Playground relocation

•

Environmental art

•

Picnic facilities

•

paths

•

Softworks

Stage 3: Wetland Upgrades
•

Bulk earthworks and wetland upgrades

•

Stormwater infrastructure

•

Observation decks

•

Interpretive signage

•

Paths

•

Overflow swale

•

Softworks

Appendix A: Revegetation Species Lists
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It is intended Braodway Reserve is revegetated with endemic species from the Bassendean sands vegetation complex in accordance with the ojectives outlined in the Collective Local
Biodiversity Strategy. Below are suitable plants from this region to be propogated and planted.

Upland Species Selection

Anigozanthos humilis

Conostylis candicans

Allocasuarina fraseriana

Conostephium pendulum

Banksia attenuata

Bossiaea eriocarpa

Banksia menziesii

Beaufortia elegans

Corymbia calophylla

Banksia dallanneyi

Anigozanthos manglesii

Eucalyptus todtiana

Xanthorrhoea preissii

Lomandra caespitosa

Broadway Artboretum, Bassendean
Vegetation
Scale NTS@A3 I 31 July 2000 I Project No 20000_00

Seasonal Wetlands
It is intended Braodway Reserve is revegetated with endemic species from the Bassendean sands vegetation complex in accordance with the ojectives outlined in the Collective Local
Biodiversity Strategy. Below are suitable plants from this region to be propogated and planted.

Trees

Shrubs

Herbs

Eucalyptus rudis

Adenanthos obovatus

Anigozanthos viridis

Melaleuca preissiana

Astartea aff. fascicularis

Baumea juncea

Melaleuca rhaphiophylla

Hypocalymma angustifolium

Caladenia flava

Banksia littoralis

Kunzea ericifolia

Dampiera linearis

Pericalymma ellipticum

Dasypogon bromeliifolius

Xanthorrhoea preissii

Hypolaena exsulca

Regelia ciliata

Lepidosperma longitudinale
Lyginia barbata
Mitrasacme paradoxa
Phlebocarya ciliata
Quinetia urvillei
Schoenus efoliatus
Siloxerus humifusus
Stylidium brunonianum
Stylidium repens
Xanthosia huegelii

Broadway Artboretum, Bassendean
Vegetation
Scale NTS@A3 I 31 July 2000 I Project No 20000_00

Seasonal Wetlands

Stylidium repens

Eucalyptus rudis

Xanthorrhoea

Melaleuca preissiana

Hypocalymmangustifolium

Melaleuca rhaphiophylla

Lyguinia barbata

Banksia littoralis

Kunzea ericifolia

Stylidium brunonianum

Regelia ciliata

Baumea juncea

Pericalymma ellipticum

Broadway Artboretum, Bassendean
Vegetation
Scale NTS@A3 I 31 July 2000 I Project No 20000_00

Demonstration Garden Species
The intent is to mass plant out the demonstration Garden with suitable small endemic plantss from the Bassendean Sands Vegetation Complex or suitable cultivated native shrubs and
groundcovers
array into
of seasonally
flowering
plant species.
Below are
some examples
of endemic
plants that
be suitable
area
NB. I have to
notshowcase
however,the
looked
the feasibility
of actually
propagating,
sourcing,
or relocating
these species
for may
planting
withinfor
thethe
site.
Species
Caladenia huegelii
(orchid)

Cons . Code

Local record

Habitat

Vegetation description

DRF

Lightening Swamp

Upland

Low Forest of Banksia menziesii, B. attenu
ata.

Amperea protensa
(perennial herb)

Priority 3

Lightening Swamp

Seasonal wetland

Woodland with Melaleuca preissiana, Bank
sia littoralis, Regelia ciliata, sedges

Byblis gigantea
(perennial herb)

Priority 3

Seasonal wetland

Conospermum undulatum
(low shrub)

DRF

Upland and Lowland

preissiana, Stirlingia latifolia, Anigozan
thos manglesii, A.viridis, Mesomelaena
tetragona, Dasypogon bromeliifolius;
Banksia attenuata - B. menziesii low
woodland.
Verticordia lindleyi subsp. lindleyi (low
shrub)
(Bush Forever Site 386)

Open low sedges/Open herbs with Mela
leuca

-

-

-

-

Priority 4

Perth Airport Bushland

Seasonal wetland

Pericalymma ellipticum, Mela
leuca sp. Heath.

-

Groundcovers
Anigozanthos humilis

Dasypogon bromeliifolius

Patersonia occidentalis

Anigozanthos manglesii

Desmocladus flexuosus

Phlebocarya ciliata

Amphipogon turbinatus

Drosera erythrorhiza

Schoenus curvifolius

Austrodanthonia occidentalis

Drosera menziesii

Stylidium brunonianum

Austrostipa compressa
Burchardia congesta

Drosera paleacea
Hypolaena exsulca

Stylidium piliferum
Stylidium repens

Caladenia flava
Centrolepis drummondiana

Laxmannia squarrosa
Lomandra caespitosa

Thysanotus manglesianius / patersonii complex
Trachymene pilosa

Conostylis candicans

Lomandra hermaphrodita
Broadway Artboretum, Bassendean
Vegetation

Dampiera linearis

Lyginia barbata

Waitzia suaveolens
Xanthosia huegelii
Scale NTS@A3 I 31 July 2000 I Project No 20000_00

Demonstration Garden Species

Mesomelaena tetragona

Byblis gigantea

Amperea protensa

Caladenia huegelii

Anigozanthos manglesii

Conospermum undulatum

Broadway Artboretum, Bassendean
Vegetation

Anigozanthos manglesii

Verticordia lindleyi subsp.

Mesomelaena tetragona

Banksia - menziesii

Dasypogon bromeliifolius

Pericalymma ellipticum
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Figure 1 - View South from Wetland (Photography, RPS 2011)

Figure 2 - View South along western boundary towards Hanwell Street (Photography, RPS 2011)

Figure 3 - View South West, Dense shrubs and concrete pathway (Photography, RPS 2011)

Figure 4 - View North towards Broadway, example of current Marri woodland (Photography, RPS 2011)

1.0 Consultation
1.1 Major Stakeholder Consultation
A key stakeholder workshop session was held on Wednesday 19th January between the Town of
Bassendean, Bassendean Preservation Group and the Success Hill Action Group to discuss the
current state of the Arboretum and possible future directions.
Attendees
(SM) Steve MCFarland - Bassendean Preservation Group Inc (BPG) - Secretary
(CB) Carlie Bentley - Bassendean Preservation Group Inc (BPG) - Treasurer
(TB) Ted Bentley -Bassendean Preservation Group Inc (BPG) - Member
(JS) John Sutherland - Success Hill Action Group Inc (SHAG)
Town of Bassendean Staff
(JO) Jacqui Otago - Cultural Development Officer
(SSD) Simon Stewert-Dawkins - Director Operational Services
(CL) Craig Lovering - RPS

37

Minutes
• SM discussed the revegetation programme undertaken each year by the BPG. This entails a propagation programme
with planting then in July/August to take advantage of winter rains.
• It is required that water for establishment irrigation is carried in due to no tapping points being available in the reserve.

Figure 5 - View North along eastern boundary (Photography, RPS 2011)
Figure 6 - View west along Broadway (Photography, RPS 2011)

• Soils within the reserve are extremely poor with low nutrient and water holding capacity. There are also localised areas
which have been compromised with low grade fill containing amounts of brick, construction materials and debris. These
were discovered during revegetation works at shallow depths in the soil profile.
• Following the initial plan for the arboretum in 1993, there has been no follow up plans to guide revegetation works.
• Community involvement on planting days is strong with up to 30 people common in attendance. Weed management
days are poorly attended and it was agreed that this work is best left to the Town of Bassendean to undertake.
• The concept plan could possibly incorporate some plant naming for interpretation and education opportunities. Other
opportunities exist in providing information about plants from the arboretum that can be used for domestic gardens.
• A demonstration garden would give the opportunity for high amenity plantings such as Kangaroo Paw to be used
and maintained in a small section of the reserve. These would be changed seasonally for varied interest and community
involvement.
• Investigate path surfacing opportunities such as bitumen or crushed limestone.
• Investigate a new play element at The Broadway entry associated with the large existing fig tree.
• Safety concerns were raised regarding the density of the shrub layer throughout various locations in the reserve. The
shrubs create site line issues and hiding places. It was mentioned that without these shrubs biodiversity would be limited.
• SSD advised that the capital works budget following the outcomes of the concept plan is $80K.
• CB advised that there are several resources relating to the indigenous history of the site  available from the community
library. Information to be provided to SSD for distribution.

rpsgroup.com.au
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Figure 8 - Wetland Improvement Strategy
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Figure 9 - Proposed maintenance infrastructure

1.2 Community Consultation Meeting
A public community consultation session was held on Monday 31st January at the Alf Faulkner Hall, Eden Hill. RPS facilitated a meeting where the local community was
given the opportunity to voice their personal accounts and concerns related to the Arboretum. Many themes were generated as listed below with an account of the
detailed issues.
Key themes and issues arising from session:
Safety
•
•

Arboretum used to function like a park with broad vistas and open
areas for children’s play. Support was given to returning to this.
Shrub layer and small trees block views into reserve and make it
unsafe with frequent events of anti-social behaviour.

•

Lighting along the western boundary is not effective.

•

Bridge across wetland used to provide vistas and was destination
in parkland. Was continually vandalised and burnt until it was
removed by TOB due to safety concerns.

•

Playground equipment has been vandalised and closed until parts
could be supplied and installed.

•

Needles can be found within the sand softfall.

•

Access into the parkland is limited to the few concrete paths. Not
safe to walk amongst vegetation.

Amenity
•

Is generally hot and exposed with little shade or protection.

•

There is currently no seating or picnic tables to rest or spend time
in the reserve.

success due to the poor soils.
•

Comments made about returning vegetation to ‘park-like’
conditions rather than emulating bush.

•

Many native plants seen as weeds.

Hydrology
Support provided for RPS proposed initiatives relating to
Water Sensitive Urban Design. Proposal to:
•

Introduce a rain garden at the western inlet to the wetland

•

Investigate diverting the drain to the south east of the site into the
wetland through a natural creek bed.

Support provided by BPG for plant lists presented by RPS. Some
doubts were raised by community with regards to the likelihood of

•

Commitment sought from the community for the Town of
Bassendean to consistently maintain the reserve for safety and
general appearance.

Land Use
•

Comment made regarding introducing townhouses along southern
boundary to offer passive surveillance. Not supported as park
function will be retained.

•

Industrial site to the western side of Arboretum broken into with
access over perimeter fencing.

Accessibility

Figures 10-12, Opposite Page
•Figure 7 - Issues diagram developed from consultation
sessions.
• Requests made for ‘inclusiveness’ to be considered for people of all
•Figure 8 - RPS presented a wetland improvement strategy
mobility levels and physical impairments relating to feel, touch and
to maximise water quality and aesthetic potential
scent.
•Figure 9 - RPS presented a maintenance strategy which
• The existing central concrete path is extremely uneven and
included access tracks and tapping points for establishment
irrigation.
creates an uncomfortable journey for a wheelchair bound visitor.
•

Wheelchair, ‘Gopher’ and people with reduced mobility cannot
access areas away from concrete paths.

•

There is an opportunity to have visitors from special schools to
experience arboretum.

Vegetation
•

establishment watering as a low cost option.

Maintenance
•

Support given to the provision of a single tapping point for

rpsgroup.com.au
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1.3 Conclusions from Consultation Phase
This section outlines the key outcomes derived from the Site Analysis, Technical Review, Key Stakeholder and Community Consultation Meetings to develop a series of
principles to guide the formation of the concept masterplan.

The needs and desires of each stakeholder group and
community must be taken into due consideration in any
future proposals to address how the park will be used,
operated and maintained for the coming years. These needs
and desires have been assessed against factors relating to
‘whole of life costs’ to ensure that the capital expenditure
required to implement and maintain the asset is achievable
for the Town of Bassendean.
The ultimate outcome must achieve a balance between:
•

Vegetation management

•

Future plantings and themes

•

Wetland and environmental function

•

Safety and Surveillance

•

Park use and community benefit

•

Implementation and Maintenance Costs

•

Amenity and facilities

•

Accessibility

•

Biodiversity

•

Cultural Heritage

Discussion / Conclusions
The response from the residents and community groups
of Bassendean are extremely passionate about the reserve
and its future directions. Some resident spoke anecdotally
of the Reserve when it was ‘park-like’ and vegetation was
establishing with open views and stories of feeding ducks
in the wetland. Other community members requested
large swathes of turf to create an active open space area
for recreation activities and ball sports. Bassendean has an
adequate amount of turfed public open space areas in the
vicinity as is shown on Figure 1 (pg 4) with such an asset
requiring year round irrigation and an ongoing maintenance
demand for council.
The original intent of the Reserve was to create an
Arboretum which celebrates the vegetation found on
the sandy soils of Western Australia. The capacity of the
existing soil to support this diverse range of planting has
been limited. This has resulted in some species prospering
and others declining which has created the current
problems described earlier in this report. All vegetation
on the site is introduced with no remnant specimens in
existence due to the historical development of the site and
surrounds.
Where to from here?
RPS propose that the future directions for the reserve
refine the original intent for the Arboretum to be ‘locally
specific‘ with plantings to be representative of the
vegetation complex associated with Bassendean sands

only. This will offer a local resource where residents of
the community can see original specimens of vegetation
endemic to the area that is adapted to the soil type and
local microclimate. The higher likelihood of success of these
species will also remove ongoing maintenance demands for
council and respond to the efforts of community groups
relating to revegetation programmes.
All of these factors and considerations have been formalised
into a series of principles which comprise the major intent
for the concept masterplan as follows:
•

Create a variety of park uses, destinations and experiences for
users which maximise engagement with the space and increase
patronage;

•

Provide a network and hierarchy of paths, trails and movement
routes that take users safely through the space and enable an
interactive experience with the key features of the park;

•

Create a framework for future planning and planting of the reserve
with locally significant species that are endemic to Bassendean
sands.

•

Address current limitations on maintenance and operations in
the park by providing effective access, provisions for watering and
budgeting.

rpsgroup.com.au
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Appendix C: Environmental Art Workshop
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LEGEND

BR

OA

DW

Entry signage / marker Signifying element that is identifiable as an entry
point into the reserve to promote legibility,
reserve branding and identity

AY

Demonstration Garden ‘Clearing’ A space which is emerges within the
Demonstration Garden to reveal a signature
element in the form of a sculpture, interpretive
sign, seat or bench that communicates
‘Environmental Art’ or reflects the cultural
heritage of Bassendean
Interpretive Signage, Wetland An educational and interpretive signage
location that communicates a message relating
to stormwater management, riparian plant
species or the former history of the wetland as
Nyibra Swamp. This could include indigenous
naming of plant material.
Bench / Seating Nodes Opportunity for signature bench / seat
for Reserve

HANWE
W AY

LL

SCADDEN

Figure 1 - Environmental Art Masterplan

ST

1.0 Environmental Art Strategy
As contained in the Town of Bassendean Public Art Policy Document, the Broadway Arboretum was
stipulated as a site for ‘Environmental Art’. A workshop was conducted at the Town of Bassendean Council
Chambers on the 22nd February 2011 to discuss the inclusion of Environmental Art within the Broadway
Arboretum. Attendees included local artists, Town of Bassendean staff and RPS.
Attendees
Town of Bassendean Staff
Jacqui Otago - Cultural
Development Officer
Simon Stewert-Dawkins Director Operational Services

Artists
Daniel Iley - Artist
Paul Caporn - Artist
Anni MacBeth - Futurist

RPS
Craig Lovering - Senior Landscape
Architect
Philip Burton - Landscape
Architect

All Abilities Playground, Townsville, QLD
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The Town of Bassendean’s objectives for the Public Art
Policy are:

budgets should be allowed for each element:

•

To outline the Town’s strategy and provide guidelines for the
integration of public art within streetscapes.

•

Entry Signage Marker				

•

To recognise that Public Art is integral to the amenity and
sense of place afforded to those who live, work, and play within
the Town of Bassendean.

•

Demonstration Garden ‘Clearing’

		Picnic Node				7K ea.

•

To support and encourage the provision of commissioned
public art works associated with new developments as well as
for stand-alone projects.

The intent of the workshop was to discuss items relating
to art procurement, creative process, target audience,
longevity, quality and potential budgeting.
Within the concept masterplan opportunities have been
identified in Figure 19 (opposite). These environmental
art opportunities are aspirational. They look at the long
term possibilities to where public art could be located
and the types of content and forms that they may
take. This plan is intended as a guide to the addition of
environmental art to the reserve over the next 10 to
20 years that could be implemented as improvement
projects are undertaken within the Reserve. The following

5-10K ea.

		Public Art node			50-80K
• Interpretive Signage, Wetland			
3K ea.
•

Bench / Seating Nodes				

5-7K ea.

These projects would be implemented as part of the
staged delivery of the masterplan. It is recommended
that as the detailed design components are
commissioned for each area, the artist(s) are also
commissioned to collaboratively generate precinct based
art concepts. This will ensure that the environmental
art is successfully integrated and considered within
the spatial qualities of the Reserve whilst promoting
maximum levels of creativity and collaboration.
At each stage of implementation, additional sources of
funding (local business and industry) and grants should
be investigated to foster community involvement and
maximise creative potential.
The images opposite represent examples which illustrate
an art typology that may be appropriate for the Reserve.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Cranbourne, Vic

Royal Botanic Gardens,
Cranbourne, Vic
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